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Ages 9-12
Not So Normal Norbert
James Patterson
Norbert Riddle lives in the United State of
Earth, where normal means following the rules,
never standing out, and being exactly the
same as everyone else. He’s been normal his
whole life – until he does a funny impression of
their dictator, Loving Leader... and gets caught!
9781784759766

Minecraft: Annual 2019

Discover
the Magic of

BOOKS
FOR

Storytelling

with Disney
Read about brave
Princesses, funny animal
friends and daring
rescues.

BUDDING
BOOKWORMS

Mojang AB
The Minecraft: Annual 2019 is a celebration of
Minecraft’s Year of Building. Inside you’ll find
build ideas, fun activities and a showcase of
the Minecraft community’s most impressive
community builds.

Unlock imagination and
ignite the love of reading
in your little ones.

9781405291125

Knowledge Encyclopedia: Science!

9781788109864

DK

9780241317815

Knowledge Encyclopedia: Science! interweaves
core physics, chemistry, and biology topics with
space exploration, life on Earth, and amazing
views inside the human body, while chapters
on materials and machines bring fundamental
forces and chemical reactions to life.

Rapunzel and the Lost Lagoon:
A Tangled Novel

9781788109918

9781788108171

9781788109871

9781788109888

9781788109956

9781788109949

9781788109963

9781786707581

9781788109222

Inventions: A Children’s Encyclopedia

Collect them all!

SEPTEMBER

©Disney

Leila Howland
Rapunzel is not your typical princess. Cassandra
is not your typical lady-in-waiting. But when
Rapunzel and Cassandra stumble upon a secret
lagoon said to hold the key to the kingdom’s
greatest power, it will be up to them to solve the
mystery before someone more sinister does.

9780241317822

©Disney

DK
This stunning visual guide explores and
explains the greatest inventions, ideas,
and discoveries throughout the ages, and
introduces their inventors. Discover the first
inventions, from fire, stone tools, and the wheel
to ploughs and paper, that shaped societies
and grew mighty civilizations and empires.
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Ages 0-3

9780241322024

Ages 3-6

Peppa Pig: Peppa Loves Soft Play

Disney Princess: Annual 2019

Ladybird

Disney

It’s Richard Rabbit’s birthday and he’s having
a party at the soft play centre! Peppa and
George are very excited. The grown-ups are
a little bit less excited. They know that the
children love soft play so much, that when
it’s time to go home, the grown-ups have to
go in after them but they always get stuck!

The Disney Princess: Annual 2019 includes
nine of your favourite Disney Princesses, and it
features inspiring stories, entertaining activities,
beautiful colouring pictures, fact-filled princess
profiles, magical mazes, gorgeous princess
posters and cool creative things to make!

9781474939621

9781405286404

9780241318669

The Travels of Ermine 02:
Stoat on Stage
Jennifer Gray

Sir Boris is busy removing a particularly pongy
piece of goblin poo from his shoes when an
urgent message arrives from Princess Tilly
Talltales. It’s an emergency (according to Tilly)
and she needs to be rescued. Has Sir Boris met
his match in this mischievous princess?

9781474927260

Ermine the Determined is off to explore
AUSTRALIA! She can’t wait to have fun in
the sun and star in Australia’s Most Awesome
Animal competition. But things hot up when
someone gets a sniff of Ermine’s act... Will it
be curtains before Ermine gets to the stage?

Mr. Men: Walter the Worm

Jurassic World: Fallen Kingdom:
Annual 2019

Fireman Sam

Roger Hargreaves

Jurassic World

With Jupiter the Fire Engine and many
other rescue vehicles, the Fire Crew
keep the residents of Pontypandy safe –
especially Naughty Norman!

Walter, the Mr. Men worm, has now got his very
own story! Not any old story, but a story all
about Walter. No Mr. Men to cramp his style,
or Little Miss to take the attention. But a story
all about Walter the Worm – and the early bird
of course!

Return to Isla Nublar for another adventure
in Jurassic World 2: Fallen Kingdom. Relive
all the action with this awesome annual,
packed with roarsome facts, activities,
games and posters.

Baby’s very first: Slide and
see Night time

9781405288866

9781405291163

Fiona Watt

Peppa Pig: Peppa’s New Friend

Mummy Fairy and Me 02:
Fairy in Waiting

An engaging, interactive board book,
specially designed for toddlers, full of vivid
colours, stylish illustrations and friendly
night time scenes. Simple slider mechanisms
allow a picture to be transformed, revealing
badgers playing, bats flying high in the sky
and a panda going to sleep.

Ladybird

Sophie Kinsella

A new friend is starting at Peppa and George’s
playgroup – Gerald Giraffe! He’s much taller
than all the other children, so playing hide and
seek isn’t much fun. Poor Gerald can’t find
anywhere to hide!

Ella’s family has a big secret – her mummy
is a fairy! In this brand-new book of magical
adventures, there are very naughty monkeys,
a swimming pool filled with ice cream, and the
best birthday party ever – complete with giant
cakes and fairy dust.

9780241321164

Nickelodeon
Sing along with Nella and friends for
interactive musical fun! This is a sturdy
board book with colourful song spreads.

9780141377896

100 Dogs

Nella the Princess Knight:
Sing-Along with Nella and Friends

9781503735958

Get ready for your own Ninja adventure –
build, play and learn all about the thrilling
world of LEGO® NINJAGO™ with this
inspirational book.

Marc Starbuck and Becka Moor

Fireman Sam: Jupiter and
the Water Tower Inferno

9781405291729

Lego Ninjago

Sir Boris the Brave and
the Tall Tales Princess

Eric Hill

9780141373850

LEGO® NINJAGO®: Build Your Own
Adventure: Greatest Ninja Battles

9781405291187

Find Spot at the Zoo
Join Spot and his family as they explore the
wildlife park and meet lots of new animals
along the way. Going to the wildlife park
is an exciting first experience for toddlers,
and Spot is no different – he loves meeting
the monkeys, penguins, and tigers!

Ages 6-9

9780241347812

Michael Whaite

Oscar and the CATastrophe

Can there really be 100 dogs doing 100 doggy
things packed into the pages of this picture
book? Follow the bouncy rhyme as it weaves
its way through an array of hilarious hounds
(from petted pugs to silly sausage dogs) and
find out…

Alan MacDonald

9781405287241

Oscar usually has a lot to say on any subject,
but in this book something makes him
speechless… a CAT has moved in next door!
And Carmen the pampered feline is almost as
much of a nightmare neighbour as her owner,
Mrs Bentley-Wallop. But Sam and Oscar have
bigger things to worry about…

